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. INTRODUCTION'

k

\ 4

This paper describes the design, execution and analysis of a large-scale

,
1

tudy of ethnocentrism, as found in high school studfillslf0 as modifi,ed by
It-:

e high school environment. The study, had both theoretical° and appliedi
I

aracteristiCs, which were derived from its several goals: course evalation,

tsurement scale methodological innovatiOn, measurement instrument 'develop-

nt, and substantive clarification.--The study had bothvirtues and faults
. .

rived from being conducted using naturally occurring grouPs..

The opportunity for this study, arose 'suddenlyand unexpectedly; conse-

ently the study had some of the characteristics of a crash, or.salva9e,
.. -

search program. In August, 1969, Susan 6. Gilfi7lan was engaed by a subur-.

n school system to teach anthropoLogyas a full - time, year -long, regular

ective course to high school studentAt the time, this constituted a

nsiderarble innovation in high'school 4myriculum; although short anthropology

its were currently being offered as p6rts.bf beneral social science courses,

_Mitmesota-publi-c=htghgabbl was known ,to teach 6 year-long anthropology

,

urse. Although anthropologists,. including Margaret Mead, had been- involved

ra years in the development of curriculum materials, very:few frigh,

hoots in the United States offered Anthropology on a full-time basis, and )(

os.0e known to the author were all expensilie, "private schools.

1
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The suburban school system, considered relatively" progressive, offered-
,

a number of social. science electives which could be used either to replace a
0

traditional world history course (otherwise required of eleventh grate stu-

dents), or could be freely elected by sophomores, juniors and seniors.. 'The

'other social science electives included International Relations, Comparative
3

Government azcourse entitled "Project Social Studies", and a Conservation

course. The announcement of the new elective was sufficiently attractive to
. $0

the shoo] students so that several hundred signed u' fOi. Anthropology

.7

in advance citilig.;,4he previous spring. This necessitateci,the use of two

anthropology teachers; e of them was an experienced Bachelor of Science-

history teacher, whose expe nce with anthropology consisted of six credits

lan, the other teacher, held both Bache-of undergraduate study. Mrs.

lor's and Master's degrees ilenthro or; she had experience as.a college

teaching: assistant and teaching associate but no education courses oaphigh

school teaching experience

cher was assigned to teach

. She had also'don
\
ie d,work in Chile. Each tea-

14,

five classes of anthr logy under a traditional

one-hour class schedule (5 classes per teacher each day).

BeCause of her lack of a teaching degree, Mrs. Gilfillan was issued a

provisional teaching certificate and was signed to
.
a one-year contract. Her

.
.

-;.,,

provisional certification, and the unusual hature'pr the'couicse, made her

continued employment in t4s position a year by year proposition. After the

. ,
.

idea of conducting a research project had occurred to her, the course and
.

. ,

. , ' _ '

.

contract uncertainty, the rapid approach of the beginning of school, led to

the conclusion that if research was to be conducted it had best be conducted

quickly during the 1969-1970 school year. Therefore, a'proposal for a large
,

scale questionnaire study wassubMitted td appropriate administrators shdrtly

-before the opening of the school yearn It was'approvecr, with only minork

changes, within a few weeks by several levels of the school acithiniitratign,
1:
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Thereafter, detailed planning, questionnalre development, meetings with tea-
\

chers, and schedule making occurred. -The questionnaire measures were.pre -

tested barely a month after the submission of the'proposal, in late September.

Anthropology and Ethnocentrism

From the beginning of its history as a social science, cultural relativism,

or the attitude of value neutrality with regard to foreign cultures, has been

central to anthropolpgy. This doctrine holds that in orderto properly study

another cul-

ture,

culture, one must:put asidethe values and stereotyldes of hisEpwn cul-

ture, and learn to look at the other culture in terms of its own ialues, cog -
4. I

nitiye'system4 social norms, etc. Value neutrality has been, and may continue

to be; merely a research methOd or intellectual tool for some anthropologists,

necessary both to get along with, and to understand, members of another cul-

ture. As a tool, it may not reflect deeply telt respect for the values, cus-

toms, and rights of members of the other, culture;,showing instead merely,-an

ability to put aside the prejudiced and behaviors of the anthropologist's own

cuature; as a temporary expedient. For many anthropologists, however, cultu-

ral relativism is'more than a .method. For these, it is a humanistic personal

value orientation, a way of life, and a value'in" itself, in addition to being

a'useful methodological tool. This is not surprising; continued contact with,

and understanding. and appreciatio'i of, another culture often leads to a posi-
t

tion of respect and sympathy, -as as undtliTiaidg. Injced, one of the

earliest empirical findingS(of social psychology is that contiguity alone (if

volunt4y) leads to liking. Proximity (physical nearness) in hosing, work

situations, se-ting, etc., tends to lead 'to friendship; Contact between

members of ethnic groups tends to lead to lowered prejudice, etc., quite re-

liably, barring; coercion or similar negative:patterning circumstances (Shaw,

1971, pp. 87-89).

00006
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he teaching of anthropology involves not only faCtual information trane-

,3.
fer, but also, and perhaps more importantly, the instilling of the attitude of

,cultural relativism, at least as 'a method. In, fact, this attitude tp4y be a
4

precondition for the undellganding of mostanthropologic4 knOwledge. is. , .

certainly possible for any Student to learn the mere facts that Arabs may have

fops wives, that Tygmies colle C t,water in ostrich eggs, and that the Japanese

_revere their ancestors. However, to understand and to appreciate a, social

system built around the polygamous family, it may be necessary for that student

to abandon the native American reactions to such a situation, such as "Hot

damn A different woman every night!", pr, "How could the women put up with

thatk I would be jealous!"

The opposite of cultural relativism may be saidN:to,be ethnocentrism. Eth-

nocentrism has been defined, s."the universal tendency for any people to put

their Own culture and society in a central potition of priority and worth."

(Kiesing, 1964, p. 46); another definition is: "the emotional attitude that

one's own race, nation, or culture is superior to all others."

p. 499). While cultural relativism, as a basic methodological

(idebser, 1966,

assumption, has

not been subject to much empirical study, iinocentrism has attracted consi-'

-.derabIe-interest from researthers'in the social sciences.

The term ethnocentrism was coined by Sumner in 1906 (Rosenblatt, 1964,
t

p. 131), and,hAs enjoyed considerable use since that time. Campbell and Levine

(1961) state that the general theory of

gent, a common project to be claimed by

"more widely accepted nd used than any

ethnocentrism is an "unannounced emer-

no one discipline or school" but yet

other doctrine within the social sci-

ences," (p. 83). The theory of
1

ethnocentrism is emergent in the sense that it

represents the consensus of a large numbek of individual approaches, not origi-
.

nally undertaken in any related fashion., Only recently.has this-theory teen

zystematized, and so far this has been primarily by the collection of

S
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propositions rather than the generation and testing of a complete theory,

(Rosenlplatt, 1964;. Campbell & Levine,1961; Druckman; 1968).

In social-psychological usage, ethnocentrism is considered a stable cfia-

,

racteristic of the individual. It is uslIally regarded as an attitude, bUt at

the same time, is often related to perSonality characteristics (Aaorno, et al.,

1950; Martin & Westie, 1959) which are presumed to be deeper andynore enduring

than attitudes. Ethnocentrism is usually cOnsidered,'insocial Psychological
I

theory, to'be one of ;Ntral possible causal factors if specific cases of4pre-

judice (others being conformity to ethnocentric grou1p norms,, learned prejudicelt

etc.). By cOntrast, sociological usage is somewhat more likely to regard eth

hocentrisM as auniversal characteristic of group meM13ers ((Campbell &

r X

1 1 pp. 83-84; Catton & Hong4,1962; Drudkman, 1968).' For purposes of this

t-pape -as for any study which proposes to measure and differentiate individuals
.t:

,
4,,

with regard to ethnocentrism, the formr -usage must be adopted.
ku

The sociologist Emory Bogardus began the systematic investigOion of eth-

nocentrism during the early part of this c ntury, devisrvg the social distance

scale (Bogardus, 1925, 1933). This scale consists,of a list of ethnic groups,

&nationalities, classes; or other groupings, and a'list of social actions and

relatIonshiOs The4respondent_is

in which he w4d engage with the

asked to chedk_those_actiona_ot_relaticnships_

members of efilch grouping. The scale has been

widely used to investigate.the distancing of sons from classes, occupations,

ethnic groups, non-ethnic minorities, nationa roups, tribes, etc.(FhoiTtadis

& Biggar, 1962; Vaughan, 1962; Triandis & Triandis, 1962; la-ewer:1968). 4any,

studies have used lists of items:different fOm those of Bogardus, and often

greater in numbers; these have permitted the _refinement of the-scale, and the,

]

dimensional investigation of the social,distance phenomenon (Triandis & Trian-

dis, 1962). Th'Ue, although these many studies arenot all Strictly comparable,
8 0 ,\

this proble;M is:nOt particularly serious, and the.history of useof this .

00008
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instrument is truly impressive.

In the last two decades, certain innovations in techniques and interpre-
,

tation have been made: "Iriandis & Triandis (1960) and others (Stein, 1966;

Stein, Hardyck & Smith, 1965; TrsliAnclis & Davis", 1965) have done studies using

imaginary stimulus people in a factorial design,/in order to determine which

attributes of outgroups contribute most to Social distance. '..testy (1952, 1953,

1954, see also Goldman, 1962) differentiated four
4

categories of social behaviors,

and found that a given outgroup member was di5ance quite differently With re-
.

gard to different types of relationships. Recently, Triandis & Davis (1965)

integrated these two approaches, showing at the same time that two different

personality types of prejudiced persons exist, and react\di:fferently with re-

gard to outgroup characteristics and behavioral dimensioA. The latter ptudy

represent something-of-a-grandsynthesis as well as being an extremely sophis-

ticated piece of research;

Another most interesting innovation is the use of fictitious outgroups
.

the list of groups to be weighted in a social distance scale. This Procedure' .

seems to make the social: 0,0iiince scale a measure of "pure" ethnocentrism.

The fictitious outgroups can have no objective referent value to raters, so

that reactions tothem_must be considered_ expressions of a more gemeral,charac-a

teristic of the person. Eisenberg (1968) used the-fictitious names "Lagesi",

and "Yurasian" as stimuli among real groups in a 'social distance scaleLwhile'

many better educated subjects doubted the existence of these groups, those who,\

did not dolibt rated these groups as among the. three most rejected outgroups in

each of the samples. These subjects often were able to ascribe geographical

and racial charActeristics to these fictitious outgroups, and to add other de-

tails of life style And dress, mainly "savage". Catton & Hong (1962) present

fictitious-outgroup material used 'for other,purposes, which might be_ used in

constructing a more elaborate measure.

-00009



The other major research tradition in the field of ethnocentrism is, the

California E Scale approach. This scale was developed in 1949 as part of the

'large research project summarized in Adorno, et al., (1950). This project

investigated the psychological predisposition to fascism; and was supported

by Jewish philanthropy in the aftermath of the Second World War. Although the

variOus'authors had diverse disciplinary backgrOunds, the theoretical basis of

the work was a psychodynamic theory of the syndrome leading to the holding of

anti-semetic, ethnocentric, conservative, and anti-democratic \or fascistic)

ideologies. Separate scales to measure each of these were constructed, re-

fined, and re-refined. Extensive interview and projective case studies were

also undertaken, and the results of the various approaches compared and inter-

woven with one another in the final book. In later years, the ethnocentrism

scale like the other scales, has continued to see considerable use; recently,

however, methodological-studies have been at least as important an, outgrowth -4

of the, authoritarian persbnality research as its substEintiveoutgrowth.

In addition to the important theoretical research effivts in the area
4 .

'

of ethnocentrism, There have been a great many other studi4 concerned with

the more practical problem of prejudice. There is a vast quantity of research
- ,

concerning prejudicetcwards specific U.S. outgroups,'espeCially Negroes and

,Jews, trhiChyill not betited in detail here.' Shaw and Wright (1967) and

Robinson, Rusk & Head (1968) describe a largenumbertof scales concerned with

,Negroes, Jews, Germans, Chinese, Russians, and others. There are also coin*

bined and general purpose scales for measuring attitudes towards several groups

at once. In addition, of course, the related ar'6as oPauthoritarianism,

, 141)

beralism--conservatism, etc.,have been thoroughly eXplored.

Another approach is based upon the frequency/With which definitions of

ethnocentrism include the stereotyping of groups is oneof its characteristics.
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Campbell & Levine (1961) discuss the study of stereotypy in some detail. While

this is interesting and Useful in itself, it does not lend itself to quantifi--

and thus is not considered in this Study.

There are relatively few ,e4brimental studies of ethnocentrism. One very

elegant study, which operationalizes the general definition of ethnocentrism

in a truly artistic way, is that of Druckman (1968). Druckman ran groups of

subjects through a week-long international politics simulation game, at the end

of which he had each subject rate all other subjects. Nrucknan defined ethno-

centrism as the difference between average ratings

members of other groupsVof subjects. His measure

ticated and hon-obvious; unfortunately, his method

present type of research.

Objectives, 1: Distribution of Ethnocentrism.

It is an extremely common finding in the social sciences that prejudice,

in in-group members and of

of ethnocentrism is sophis-
e".

is not applicable to the

*/

ethnocentkism, and similar traits are differentially distributed by social

class, intelligence, an other demographic factors (Martin &Westy, 1959, p.

'525 -56; Adorno et,a1., 1950,, passim). t One of the purposes of this study was
.4

- 7

to produce,deschpt ve statements 1,gs.rding the distribution of ethnocentrism

by academic course, agelpveliability-and-experience_in_foreign_colintries

A
and other states. There are at least areas of interest which can be ip,. .

...
.

-4, . 1
vestigated using the background variables. First, of course, is the simple

c \
.

,
.

goal of descri ion o.
-,
our sample and of tha distribution of ethnocentrism

.

e

within it;and comparison with national norms where possible. ,Second, it is

possible to generate correlational data bearing on the question of whether a

history of foreign resident:, his any tendency to reduce high school students',

'levels of ethn6dentrism. It was not unreasonable to expect that considerable

numbers of our subjects may have had extensive experience living abroad; the

00011
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suburb in which the study wag-conducted is located near a major airport and a

military base, and houses considerable numbers of airline employees, military

personnel, and others who may_have taken their families abroad. Finally, it,

is of interest to determine whether there is any tendencyin our sample for

ethnocentric persons to choOse one elective,colugse over another. .Again, the

i data on the question would be strictly correlational, and tlierifore not defi-

nitive; however, no data on this area currently exist, and correlational data ,

may be considered superior to no data at all.

Objectives, : The effect of course work on ethnocentrism

A major pothedie to be tested in this study was that exposU to anthro-

r

pology cours terials should result in a decrease in students' levels of ath.

nocentrism. o the extent that other social science classes contain material

similar to anthropological .material, students in these classes may also be

).

expebteeto decline in ethnocentrism, In'general, this material would be that

which provides opportunity for the student to make comparisons of Cultures or

societies; 'specially this would be true to the extent the student is enc Ur4ed
; ; z

to take the point of view Of the cher group as an analytical tool, for instance
. If

by reading original source materials. Thus, the existing social science elec.'

tives°may be ordered on the 'extent to wpich\khey produce- changes in students

levels of ethnO0intideb4--Itig-possible_thatathe'established"world history'.

courses, using at least some old - fashions materials, may actually increase
. . -.

students' levels of ethnocentrism.
if

*
There is a considerable body of date concerning the modifiability eth-

.i

nocentrism. gan (1959) found that a college student stu abroad for-

a

..

a year decreased on various Iptince measures signifi more than a control
.

!1
grouP0 and became more "xenophilic" and less orable toward Amdricans. Lever

. 4 te

(1965) found that white South Afr students given information showing the

-
.

-,

v,

0001.2
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unscientific' nature of local racist theory regarding Africans and Coloreds de-,

'ctrased inrsocial distance toward thpse'groups. Statistically significant

changes opcurred only when the information was presented in lecture form, or

was read and then discussed,
but students'who merely read the material changed

in the predicted direction, while controls changed hardly'at all. Rosenblatt .

(1964) cites both theoretical and experimental evidence,to support is prOPo.

sition I.d.12: "Increased social interaction Kith an outgroup maydeirease
,

.
. .

ethnocentrism toward that outgroup..." kinnick and Plattor (1967) compared
. ..,

,.
.

0white southOrnieducators who, completed an 1p. week training institute in dese
'.,-- ./.. 1

,gregation problems and the Problems of culturally disadvantaged students, with .--

ja comparable group in another graduate seminar in educatidn at the sera univer.... ..

i J.
.

, .

sity. They found.. that the institute participants had moeb positive attitudes,
v;;.

toward Negroes and toward desegregation on a posttest, eild

talso

that'the expo.

rience significantly decreased the ethnocentrism (as measured by the g scale).

It appears that much of ti= differwice of group means in postmeasures of4p

may)* due to ins ute participdtts' change on the "other and patriotism" sub-

scale of E scale, which was significant as was their change on the Negro

su ale. Declines in experimental group level of authoritarianism Were also...3.%

e,noted,
- . ,

' 't
,

d.
On the other hand, the evidence is far frOm unequivocal with regard to"

thit,hypothesis7 Kafkasi study (1968) of studentt taking summer Courses abroad

failed to find a lear effeCi4on VI, and astudy joy Smith (195) of summer tour-
,,

,---------.----..

ists , Wor

\
group-. me sr ind.E0,eriment in International Living participants'

.
_____

similarly failed to find an effect on '4 and on E. HoWeveri-both studies sag'
.,'

.. .

gest that different types of palkicipanes
in,t:hese;activities are affected in. ,

I , ,different ways. Those of KafkOs .Ssho achieved more Waep immeision.iwthe.. ( . , ,

,-"-- * .

host culture became,less),ppreCiative" of the,U.S., while. others became
. ,

. ,

e

'' Sr

, so. Those who did not immerse and change,Were escribed as having higher
..--'

.
.

60013
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family income and bethg'more inner-directed, which taken together may point to'

deeply ingrained upper middle-class smugness or snobbery as a causal factor.

Similarly, Smith notes that those of his Ss who changed most on the 14 and E
A

. !

scales were those whose views had been of the "conformist" conservative type.

Ss who had been,highly ethnocentric to begin with found support for their pre

judiCes in the experience abroad; whifivery worldminded, non-ethnocentric Ss;

Were not affected. Finally, Stone (1960).shoWilhat 'groups of students with
. -

"'high and low exposure to media presentations of desegregation news did not

differ with respect t6 scores on the various subscales onthe.E,,scale, and on
, -*\the F scale.

-The factors causing such dispozate patterns of results are not"entirely
.

,clean. The results suggest that,in the case of experience abroad, a relativialy
..,.

.
.

long exposure is necessary tomodify ethnocentrism, and the time factor is given,

added importance by Kinnick and FIattoes.finding that more chpgeilad occurred"-
in, institute participants three-months after the end of the experience,.` as cote -4.-

pared with . measured. immediately afterwards. The.resUlts of.itafka and of

Smith hat Pre::exPerience,perSonal differences are Oita important.

'T11s
. ,

proposa volVes testing and retesting students taking a full school

year's course in anthropology; the time involved may.be sufficient for any ef-
.,

fect to become apparent.

W4th regard to- individual diffdrencesi the data.clted above suggest that

there nay be a tendency,Of those Ss post-e6nocentric on the pretest- measure
)

,

to change less than an interme0.atetgroup, although 'perhaps more, than those;
-,

.
,

_

least ethnocentric. ,There are othow=rexsonsforJaiking, such a finely differen!,,_._
. ,

. .
,

. , .
. 4

.

.

.

. ....tiated 'analysis as well. If, as, suggested above, the study of, antlhropology re-,

. .
.

quires the ability to take anothe's pOint,of view', the' most ethnocentric pu-
,..

..pils may do least well in the anthropology coUr when other factors are held
. .

constant, In addition, it is possible that the person's preexisting level
1,

1 r
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1

of ethnocentrism may affect -Which social science" elective he selects.

_Objectives, 3: Teacher effects

The size of the high,school where the testing was carried out Minlated the

use of multiple teacheifor many courses. This fact, in turn, allowed us the

opportunity,of examining whether teachers have an effect on their students

separate trim the effect of the clasS which the teacher is teaching. For this

purpose, two teacher's of anthropology maybe compared, as may the five teachers

of world history. It is reasonable to suppose that a highly ethnocentric tea-

cher might have a considerable influence upon his students, making those most

influencable more ethnocentric, and, perhaps, reactively, making others lees

so.
,

It is also. possible that a less skilled, `less 40erienced and less confi-
,

- . '- '

dent teacher of anthropologrmight'fail to teach cultural relativity effectively,

either as a method or as a value:

/
' Objectives; 4: New test rationale

If we are interested in.
.

ethnocentrism as a general trait, it is obviously, -.

more useful to have measures4ahich are not tied to particular -groups. :Such .

measures are-subject to contamination 'by memories of experiences with. the group
.. .

,, ,5 "
(ottenSoCially patterned in la negative way4 and by preladibes not necessprily

1
.

.

-i.f.'

related to- personality characteristics of the-indiVidual, for instance, pre-
.

valent ideological notions concerning those groups. This reservation.is espe-
.

valid with regard to the California E scale'items, but may apply to

social distance items as well. _Thus, in the original Bogardus scale, the items

4 op

dealinewith marriage and with nei ood are relateetO the content of pre-

judicial opinions current in the South and in some northern circles, regarding

thethe desirability of,Negroes' living together, apart from whites, and of inter-
.

f marriage. On the, other.hand, the item "would work beside' in- an office" does-
.

notIseem to be related to cotmonplace anti-Negro ideology, at lelst in the

J )O(15 .

0
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north. Thus, using. certain social distance items With regard to.the outgroup

"Negro" would risk contamination from current ideology.

'There is a second equally serious problem regarding currentmeaTures of

ethnocentrism and related concepts. This problem is that these Measuresare

nearly always constructed aslattitude scales., Such scales ask the subtject to

endoe or reject-Prejudiced statements about various outgroups, including

ethnic- minorities, national, and,racial groups, socioeconomic classes, de-

viants, etc.. Scales whichare balanced for response bias also include favor-

'able opinions of such groups. The problem With this procedure is that, al-

°though the concept of ethriodentrism is generally defined in ways which are

-

largely livited to attitudes, and the operatiOnal measures of ethnbcdhtrism

have in fact, been largely limited to attitude, both non- social psychological

definitions of the concept, and many social psychological studies, imply a

wider meaning. There is, indeed, often surplus meaning in social psychologists'

discussions which, in part negates the narrowness of theirdefinitions. And

the exiAtende of considerable data (Adorno, 1950; Martin & Westie, 1959) tying

ethnocentric attitudes to personality,. makes consideration of the wider mean-

ing desirable. The defacto bias in operationalization of the concept may have

distorted part, or all, of the research which has been done regarding ethno-

centrism. If we are to take seriously the broader definitions of the construct,

'e.g. that.of Keasing (1964) previously quoted (p. 1), it is incumbent upon us to

create measures of ethnocentrism which are not restricted to attitudes.

Ideally these problems can,be solved by creating a scale Which is free of
e4

references to specific real world outgroups, 11)A-which is also not based upon

attitude items. In addition, such a scale s4uld be related as closely as pos-
t

siblo to the theoretical 'definition of interest, and should also be unobtrusive,

counter-balanced, etc. Such a scale, unfortunately, would be extremely diffi-

cult to construct. Druckman's method, using artificially constructed
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outgroups in a laboratory. situation, is admirable in avoiding specific real
.

world outgroups and attitude scale items, but is unfortunately poorly suited

to use for individual measurement 'purposes:
, The' use of fictional outgroups in

some of the Triandis' studies avoids the problem of contaMination by real

world exkerientes and prejudices, but the Triandis' method' also uses attitude

items.

There appear to be several methods which could be used to construct

measuring instruments which'would avoid using attitude items, thouligh they

would not avoid the problems related to usihg known exiSting grouPs. ,These

include: >

1. Method of plaCement errors: measure the extent to which-the subject

misorders the U.S.; his own religion and/or ethnic group, etc., in a list of

similar units, with-reference to such measures

infant mortality, support of public'' education,

duates, support of charities; per capita income, etc.

of progress and achievement as

propor'ion of high school gra-

2. Method of hypothetical cases: "what should' be done" questions eon-

cerning conflicts, or the distribution of scarce resources, between groups.

3. Rationalization *thod: under the guise of a "social science and his-

tory information survey,", ask Ss for statements about the' reasons for certain

,real events, andcode their statements forationalizations favorable to the

ingroup.-, An error-scoring method is possible, using pairs of similar events.

In addition to such events as wars and intergroup contacts, customs, dress,

art forms, etc. can be included, and answers stressing the propriety, natural-

law origin, sensibleness, etc. of the lattar may be taken as' ethnocentric.,

Coding is not easy, however, makihg this a somewhat difficult method. Mul-.

tiple choice statements for reaghtse alternatives would make the investigator's
o

job easier, at some cost In the ,form of restriotion of subject's response

range.
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Objectives, 5: Correlation of measures

Definitions in social_PSychology, though usually Tormulated in a carefully-
;

groUnded theoretical.manner, have a tendency to drift...into:operationalism.
'

Although a measure may originally be considered Simply one relatively imperfect

attempt to get at a construct; later'studies using the measure will tend to

define, quite implicitly, the construct by the measure used. limes- stuaies of.

the correlation of ethnocentrism with some other,traA/Aake,a Ss .score 8n the

E scale as defining the leVel of his ethnocentrism.. i'or that reason, it is an
. . . ,

..

in cresting problem in the theory of ethnocentrism to study how well the vari-

ous measures correlate,' and whether there might be any advantage in combining

several somewhat different measure* to fotm amore adevate,approximation to

measurement of the whole cor4ent of the theoretical construct.

In'addition to the established measures, of Bourse, we are interested in'

determining whether the:new, somewhat different measures

posal have'any usefulness. Substantial correlation with
4

would indicate that they tap the same or a similar area.
9

included in thistpro-

the other measures

If it later develops

that a combined score for ethnoCentrism behaves'more 4.n accord with predictions
0.

mAde from *theory than Io the established measures, ii4may be argued that. part

of-the reason the new measure does, not correlate perfectly with the old is that

the new measure taps additional parts of the construct of ethnocentrism, not

measured by the established measures.

Introduction: Summary

This study was designed to provide inforMationon several topics. It is

the first study known to the author ofthe relationship between ethnocentrism

And cultural relativism and it is the first 'study known to the author to eva=

luate the effects of an anthropology curriculum upon its st,Udentslevels of

ethnocentrism. On the basis of previous research, it was hypothesized that
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ethnocentrisM is irdifiable by the effect of taking anthropology, and to a

lesser extent, also, of other social sciences. Furttlermore, the opportunity

to study the distribution of pre-existing ethilikestrism was provided; as was

the opportunity to evaluate influences upon, and influenOes of, that pre-

existing level. Finally, the'development of two new measures of ethnocentrism

was proposed, as was the study of the intercorrelation of.these measures and

three accepted measures: ethnocentrism anthrelated,constructs.

a

Zi
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Procedure and subjects.

With the aim of furnishing information on all of the above questions, a

m

complex study using a considerable number of subjects was designed. A large

questionnaire was administered to male and female subjects in the tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth grades. The first administration of the questionnaire

took place on October 24, 28, and November 191 1969; the later testing dates

were May 18, 19, and 20,,1970. Administration of the measures took place in

classrooms duping a regular 55- minute class period.
7

Although it:was desired to test students at the opening of the school

term, ls provid to be impossible for bureaucratic reasons. From the point of

view ofasseking the effectiveness of anthropology for changing ethnocentric

attitudes, however, late administration was probably not terribly damaging,'

since the first weeks dr the anthropology course were devoted to an Introduc-

tion to Anthropology as a discipline, emphasizing prehistoryy_ and physical

Anthropology, nbt-cultural Anthropology. The text ,(Salzmann, Anthropology,

196 ) used contained a very general description of ethnocentrism: bdt the

topic was not explored extensively in class at this time.

The original intention of the investigators was to select a stratified

random sample of all social science students at the high school. This in:.

tention, unfortunately, was negated by the teachers and administrators who

unanimously declared it too difficult and troublesome a procedure.. In consul-
.

tation with the faculty and'administration therefore, a cOrOromise sampling

method'was arrived at. Testing was carried out by whOle classes and was done

in student's nch.mal classrooms. The classes chosen were selected on the basis

of teacher *valuations of their classes for "normalness".



Each teacher evaluated all his classes on a special form designed fOr the

purpose, with regard to how much each represented4representative sampling of

intelligence and abilitty levels1 sexes, class origins, personal styles, etc.,

and the likelihood that; spepial groups\ of students, including athletes and

others, would be under-repAsented or absent. The classes chosen for the study

were those rated most representative. Two classes per teacher were tested for

each of the social science electives:' one class per teacher was tested for

each of fiye teachers in the required world history

claise,participated, distributed as follows: four

tional relations, two conservation, two comparative

social studies, and five world history,

course. A total of 17

anthropology, two interna-

governmAt, two project

Stlidents who were absent from either testing session, who Itad left school,

or who had transferred from one social science class to another, were eliminated

from the sample. In addition, -one black, one mixed nonwhite, and four oriental

subjects were dropped from the sample; there. were no known Jewish students in

the classes at that time. The original number of subjects was 414, which was

reduced to-352 by'such eliminations.

A questionnaire booklet was, developed, pre-tested, revised, an6use4for.,

the study. This final booklet (Appendix A) consisted of three accepted mea-

sures of ethno4ntrism or related constructs, a page on which simple demogra-,

phic and background data was recorded, and two new measures of ethnocentrism

constructed by the author and, his collaecrator: The standard measures, de-

scribed below, included a slightly modified version of the Bogardus Social Dis-

tant scale, the Worldmindedness

forms of the California E scale.

.

suggested above; first, the meth

,1

rationalization method. The identification andlliemographic data was recorded .

soale of Sampson and Smith, and one, of the
,

.

The new scales used two of, the three methods
,

od of placement errors, and the third, the
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ago

.ion a page which,zfolqwed the instructions at the beginning of the booklet.
,r

1

he measures were presented in randomized order, the order being held constant,

for a given subject't two encountecrs with the questionnaire..

4 .
a The questionnaire forms presented to the students were gtapled intq a sin!. ...

gle booklet; Which were numbered: The first page was a blank numbered sheet:

on which subjects were instructed to write their names. This sheet was then

torn off and handedin, before the students began work. The remainder of the

booklet was numbered, but students were instructed not to put their names on

that part. The blank page was explained as a device to allow the experimenter

to correlate test results with final course grades,,which would be reported

r.k.lznymously by number. In fact, the sheet as so used to assure that each

student received two booklets with the several forms in the same order. The

numbered sheets were detacheh and discarded by the students after they had re-

ceived their spring booklets, and the anonymity instructions repeated.

Instructions given in the fall emphasized that the study was not an achieve-

ment test, would have no effect on grades, and was'concerned with class average,

not individuals. The rationale given was that the study was related to thd new

social science curriculum at the school, and evaluated the "fit" between the

curricula end the students: Ellophasis was laid on the idea that there were no

right and wrong answers, and that students' own opinions were wanted. Students

were not informed of the intention of retesting, in order to prevent any tens-

dency for students to interpret subsequent coursework.i light of anticipated

retesting, and to try to "psych out" the research. Subj cts were instructed to

work quickly but carefully; sufficient time was given so that.nearly all finished

Spring instructions outlined the rationale again, repeated the anonymity instruc.)

tions, and explained that a second testing would allow us to evaluate any chan-
..

ges which might have occurred over time. Emphasis was laid on not attempting

to remember and reproduce previous responses;
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6;111pri the study was explained to theteacbers involved, they were 9110tioned
j `

about tilko need for confidentiality; and eSked to cooperate in restricting in-

formation about planned retesting and the real purposes of the study. They

were asked to refer to the study as the "sodial science study.

The Worlamindedness Scale) Form 4J

One definition of the non- ethnocentric,person might be that sua a person
;

tends to take a trans-group tint:of =view on group-related issues of Teeny lids.
4

°

The Worldmindedness sCalb of Sampson & $11ith41957) measures this sort of atti-
v.

tudes. The'aUthors "ident* fy as highly worldmindeethe,individual who favors.

a view i)f-the problems of huManity., 4hose primary reference group is mankind,

(and who).may or may not have Apightened interest in and knowledge about.in-

.

ternational affairs." (p. 99). The authors .distinguish worldmindedness as

"purely a value orientationror trams of reference" (p. 99), from knowledge
. .

\

and/or interest in international telations, Although they alSo.appear to dis--
.

-
,,) .., ,

tingtish worldmindedness from,the dimension of nationalism- internationalism,
,,,,,

,..,

. r . .
.

it appears that the content of.the scale inaludes nationalism-internationalism,

as well as .various other topids.-

1, The 32 items in the scale were carefully-selected from a large pool to

%'
avoid statements of. fact and topical references, and to make knowledge of in-

terklational affairs unnecessary in responding. The items are in a forced-

choice, six-point Likert\-format, and Are counterbalanced. Eight areas'of con-

tent are coveted: religion,,immigration;°government, economics; patriotism,

race, educatiap, and war. Sampson and Smith, offer considerable evidence of

the scale's reliability, including a retest after 14 years. their .validation

effots include attention to internal consistency, validation of the scalcOby

,

correlation with similar measures, by the knakn.group technique, and by pre-
. , of

dictive use with high and low scorers: .In addition, a later study (Smith &

.90023-
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Rosen, 1958), on the basis of previous work relating worldoindedness and

authoritarianism, repliCated some interview and Projective,rmeasures from The,
° P

Autho'ritarian Personality, with groups of high-Pend low -`subjects. They

found a highly significant difference in F -scale scores ,forthe two groups,-
.

.
',

.: /- -' .

and that the two groups were .significantly different on eight of twelve per-
-It. .

sonality variables derived from theieother measures. They-conclude "...it
/:

--,,'

is parsimonious to consider (F
,

= ald as Slightly different aspects of the

same basic personality structure" (p.179-180), a conclusion similar to that

of Adorno, et al. (1950). Robinson, Rusk, and Head (1968) state that "sub-
7

sequent replications of this stt hAve proven the scale to be useful; see'

Garrison (1561) and Paul (1966)" ( 'p. 30*,

For the(purposes of the present study the authors' original scoring system

was.reversed so that a strongly worldminded response was. Soared in our system

as a one, a very anti-worldminded response was scored asaisevin, and the

.
.

Oat
. .

theoretical neutral point was four.-,,- It, should be noted Oat the least world
. , ;

minded of the authors' college student subjects made mearrscores only slightly
.

,:.

NO ,Pe-
below the theoretical neutral point-in the scale, v

Bogardus social distance scale, Form 8

The social distance

\s.

scale, although a very old and somewhat crude indi-

cator, was chosen for this study for several reasons. its various forms,

it has received considerable use over a long period of time. Furthermore,

Bogardus has applied the scale to "roughly stratified" (Bogardus, 1947,;p.'56)

national samples of 1700 -2000 people (which overrepresented the young anti 'well-

educated) at intervals over a period

ximate national norms are available.

of forty years,sethat rough

Triandis and Trialdis (1960,

and appro..

(.=

Trp4dis,

1964), Ames and Salcuma (11969), and Westie (1953) have dvenstratedthe exis-
.4

/
. P .

tence of a number of dimerisions'br factors which participatein the

00024 4-
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determination of a subject's social distance. ''Typically, race, occupation,

religion, and nationality in that order are found to be important determinants

of social distance among Americans; the same factors are Sometimes reordered

in importance when dealing with European and Japanese subjects.. A controversy

regarding the relative importance of belief, or personal philosophy, relative

to,these variabl4 has continued for some 'time (Triandis, 1961; Rokeach, 1961;

Insko and Robinson, 1967; Smith, Williams & Willis, 1967).

,4 The dimerTionality of social distance is of relatively little importallite

when the'social distance scale is to be used as a device to measure an indivi-
7 1

Iual's mean or average level of distancing from others. This fact and the dr-

'elusion of Triandis (1964) that "for very rough work the social distance scale

may be regarded as uni- dimensional" (p. 208) hied to the adoptiOn of the simple

.

social diAance scale for this study. As Triandis (1964) says "Bogardus (1928)

was aware of the multi-dimensionality of the domain of social behavior state-

ments, and for this reason was carefuLto employ only a very fei,/ statements

falling on-a single dimensim Such scales are adequate as lolig as. the re.

1 search does not require much refinement." (p. 219)r The scale displays very

high reliability, and its validity is "satisfagiory" (Shaw & Wright, 1967, p.

408) though not unquestioned.

Weetie's (1953) summated differences technique represents a methodological

imiorovement over Bogardus' method; in WeStie's scale, social distance is scored

using the differences between behaviors permitted to in-group and out-group

members (note some similaritSr to the fference scoring Of our HK scale). Un-

fortunately, Westie's scale has not be n widely used; Bonjean, et al. (1968)

ranked it 36th among 47 measures on-the basis of use and citation in the four,

:major sociological journals between 1954.1965, with 7 citations. Ay contrast,

Bogardus' measure ranks 14th, with 18 citations. The cumbersomeness of gestie's
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,
40*

measure, and the fact: that the-only outgroup used by Westie thus far is American
i

,
'N....

.

I
Negroes, also disqualify, it foe our purposes.

. -.a
The social distance soileTchosenfor this study was that publiSh& by

_Bog rdps in 1958. Bogaidus has published'at,leaA three versionssof the social

di ance.scale (Bogardus, 1925, 1933, 1958); these differ from one another in

details of wording and in a few cases loy najot changes in the headings for-car

unnsthree, four, five and Ax. Although Bogardus states, that "in all three

of these studies the same racial distance scale wasused," (Bogardus, 1958,

,

p. 127), 'referring to his long term national sample study, he also states that \--1.

between.1926 and 1946, the social distance scale "had been refined...by socially

equa-distance intervals...as described...elsewhere-by the writer." This refe-

\
rence is to the.verson.of 1933 which differs both frot the version of 1926

and froM the version of,1958. Bogardus does not mention the differences,be-

. tween the 1933 and 1958 versions. Indeed, the context of his marks teemskto

indicate that he. regards the various versions of the°social instance scale is
.' ..

equivalent, although no evidence is cited in support of this idea.
4 , i (

The 1958 version of the scale was chosen for several reaens: relative.
)

frequency and recency of use, modern wording, and use of moderrisocial rela-
y . .

&- . .

"tionships.tn the seven columns. ,:The seven statements' used in Bogardus, 19589.

are:

1) Would marry into group

2), Would have as close-friends

3) Would have as next-door neighbots

4) Would. work in same office-

5) Have as speaking acquaintance only

6) as'visitors only to my nation

7) Would debar from my nation
N re,

00026
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The seventh statement° was reWorded.slightly; in order to conform more closely %

to high schdol colloqui
%

glish of 19694 A shortened list of twenty.two eth

nic groups 'was used. ' r >
'.'

. W

A F '' . ,.,,, r -

Scoring' for he social distance meauriyag done in accordance with Bo-
...

. ,

. gar s' technique. The columns. were numbered from One at the left to seven at

.the riefit; the.indi ual's'scone for pacivow consisted of the number of the

. . ,

0

. .

column In Whichhis left most aheckmarkappeared.-

1 "4
sents mini social distance, and'a ecore of seven represents maxi

vs, a score of one repre.:

I`

social

, -1r
distance!, fibm each ethnic or natiortal,gronp2aisted. Individual item scores

were sunned and the mean Used a's a summary,score.

The California Ethnocentrism Scale, Inrm E
4. 4 4.

Consistent with the authors' interestim ideology, the California E scale

is made up of opinion, or ideological.StateMeniO4.with which the .subject was; /

to indicate agreement,or"disagteement. Likcert scaltIng method was.used in

constructing the

The E scale uses

instrument; six responses, were possible, with no neutral point..

only negative items, a char4teristic Which it ofte4 criti-
E.

cized, but which the authorstdefend (Adorn6, et al., 1950; pi, 9), ,

t:
.

The first forms of the Acile contain three Aubscales Of rougl4y eqVal

a
.

size, elt.11 Statements concerning Negroes. other ethnic antpon-Jethnio'itin4-1;--- ,......!,Negroes,
--

,

rities excluding Jews, and IatriotismX1,4eter forms were combined With ap anti.

semitism scale, and the items,divided equally among queStionS dealing with
I'

t 1.:
. g

Negroes, Jews, and )other,mottorities and .patriotism.' A Unit', recommended form,'
(- ,

, 1 4

I of 2& items was made up in the latter manner, and is Ile principal form used. 4
,, .

in later-studies. The authors offer considerable evidence.of reliability and :..

.

validity for several versions of tHe scale (Adorno, et a1., 1950, p. 112-150;
./ . _

4 )0S. ,

Chapman & Campbell, 1959)." , . .

, ,,t

, . .. , '' -__ -e.' .4N,..,,

The principal criticis which haye been made of the,schle are: 'that h

well it succeeds' in measuri g such a global construct as ethnocentrism:cannot,

kr
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nbe determined, that the4egative wording of the items may lead to response-set

,,- z-

. I V,

effects, and that some of the items are dated. The only way_to
.

answer the

-first criticism is ,by means of studies such as thii, using several measures,

,

and observing the' extent to which they tend to measure the same thingt, With
,

regard to the second criticism, Chapman and Campbell (1959) found that "the

'effect of acquieScence upon the E scale shows up,as very slight. . The obtained
. .

, . .

correlation betw6en '(the new4-positive and (the origiha) negatiVe scales was
1

e'-,

, .

.70, only sligkly less trap the ideal one,of .74 (given the obtained relia.-

9/11

'bilities of the'two parts)"'(P. 156). Thus, use of the ill-negatiVe E scale,
, .

is justifiable,jn constratt to findings `'with the F scale.
// .

l3onjean, et al.. (1968, pp; 13-14) found that the California E scale ranked

sis of 15 citations in the'sociologicalN1itera-
:-

ture. No other scale of etl ocentrism, except social diitance,scales, quali-

fied for theirranking by achieving 5 or more citations.

19th among 47 scales, on th

For this study the recommended final form of the ethnocentrism scale was

used. Three dated items were slightly reworded in order to conform to modern

usage and situations. All three of these,changes were made in the other mino-

rities and patriotism subsoile; it Item 1, "zootsuiters" was changed to "hip.
.

. .

r

. .s

pies", in Item 3,' "a new world organization" was changed to."the United Nations",

and in Item 8, the phrasing was.lpft unchanged except for the, removal of the

wordd "secret of" from the,phrase "the seciit'afthe atom _bomb". The autAors'

scoring system was retained, since it provided 'a seven-point scale with high

-"'"g*O14*Ictiaattismethnocent isn4 (

v v .

cm

The new ethnocentrism measure, Form'R
14.

The measure referred to as Form R, Or the ran gs measure, as designed

to tap ethnqcentrism as reflected Inpnational, op chauvinistic, pride. The

fOcus was.on,the.pation itself, rather than,upon- the member of national or

3
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other, groups, as is largely true in the previous measures. The rationale i'as

of extreme simpliAty: That if a person were putting,his society "in A cen-

'

tral position ofprioritY and worth..." (Keesing, 1964, p. 24), he 4folild'tend

,

to ?verestihate its standing on'indicahrs of national development and social

progress. 'This should be especially true insofai'as such indicators are ob-

vious in meaning, but are based on statistics hot part of common knowledge.
;

. Using th4 data published in The Comparative IntprnatiOnal Almanac (Ernst

& Posner, 1967), a set of 11 other nations was selected which included both

nations tending to rank higher Ilan the U.S. on such indicators, anelations^

tending to rank lower. Subjects were asked`co rank these countries-ilisted

/alphabetically, on 11 such indicatorst'using am_indicators x countries grid.

EthnOcentriS'm was defined as the ranking of the U.S. higher thih its real,posi-

tion, while accurate estimation consisted of giving its correct rank. The pos.

sibility ofcm-rs4rse-ethnocentrism, xenophilia, ethnotentrifugy,.also existed,

and would be indicated by systematic under-ranking of the U. relative to its

true positioh. Four items, On which the U.S; ranks first-or second-among the
4

A

12.nations, were considered filler items; t was impossible -for the subject to

make an ethnocentric response on these itehs. The other seven items consti-
t

tutedFthe scale.

in order to avoid zero scores andtnegative numbers, 5 was chosen as the

neutral, or accurate-ranking, scale score. For scoring the items, the dif-

ference between the actual rank and the subject's ranking was added to five,

producing ,a score on a scale from one to nine. Overranking the U.S.,thus pro.

duces a positive difference, and ahigh score. Misrankings_by more than four

steps were co erd'eouivalent to misrvking of four places. This convention

kept the scale to 1 git numbe sd ip/additionevented askewed scale,

since on most items tt was possible to under -r: U.S. by more steps than

00029
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over-rank it, an- artifact of America's world position. Furthermore, since
o

dr,

underranking the U.S. by five or more steps would put it at or below the level

of Indiaand Nigeria, on life expectancy; literacy, dietary sufficiency, etc.,.

'St was considered both unlikely to occur; and'as indicating a form'of xeno-

philia so extreme asto,.override considerations of realism. Overranking the

by more than four steps was-considered more likely, but in fact likely to

bejul artifact,of the similarity of such European,countries on tjhe list as Den-
, -.

mark and Sritzerland on,some of the social progress items: if the U.S. is to

be ranked above one, it will probabi be ranked above all. On two items, the

rR range was further restricted,-to scores of3t6 7; thus the,theoretical maxima

and mire a for average misranking scores over allk:i.tems are 8.42 and 1.57,

resPectivelr, the former representing maximum ethnocentrism.

A

Designok t-he ethnoceiltrlsm measure, forms H & K

The-new ethnocentrism mess*, under consideration here uses the method

referred to above as the rationalizationsmethod. Thismethod consisted of pre-,

senting the students with a short statement of a real world occurrence, duSt6M,

or behavior'pattert together, with a-series of reasons or rationalizations for

that custom, behavior pattern or event. These rationalizations were intended

o

to reflect different degrees of ethnocentric real -Wing about the causes of the .

. _

stimulus item. 'Subjects were asked to select the one reason or rationalize-
,

tion alternative which was most correct in their view.

The format of this measure wet similar to that of .the Schuman andflarding,

(1964) measure of""sympathetic identification with he underdog", although the.

latter did not come to our attention until after e formulation-of our' scale.
/

, This identificatiOn measure consists of eleven to 3-sentence stories, each

describing an incident of discrimination- or prejudice against a minority per-

son or persons. After each story, Si are asked what the reaction of the
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minority person(s) would be, and presented with four multiple choice alterna-

tives. One alternative consists of sympathetic identification with the vio-
1

tim(s), while the other three are responses of indifference to the situation

by the S, ascription of indifference to the victim, and assertion that the vic-

ti41 would regard the incident as a good thing.

The principal difference between the Schuman and Harding measure and our

measure is the nature of the choices presented. Only one of the former's al-

ternative responses to each. story reflect the dimension of interest; conse-

quently, scoring of their measure is on a yes-no basis. By contrast, the al-

ternatives in the Gilfillao HE scale are designed to reflect differing de-

grees of the variable, so that finer discriminations are possible, and so that

no response is less informative than any other, Clearly, however, both scales

are similar in the sense that they ask the subject to react to, Or evaluate, a

situation, rather, than merely endorse an attitudinal statement.

Items for the dilfillan scale of ethnocentric reasoning were written in

pairs, each pair containing one event or custom from an exotic or distant'cul.

ture or locale and one from familiar American setting. The items of each pair_

were' separated, one item appearing in one short booklet, the other appearing

in another booklet in a different position in the overall questionnaire form.
M

This fact allowed double scoring of the scale items,, the scoring of both the

individual items in terms of the ethnocentrisarrevealed by the choice of ra-

tionale, and a different-score for the pair of related items, reflecting the

difference in level of ethnocentrism chosen for the rationales of the two °qui.:

valent items. .The two items of a pair were placed in different positions in

the questionnaire in order to minimize the chance that subjects. would notice

the parallelism between members of a pair.

There were five pairs of,items which formed the two sub-scales H and K of

this measure. The content of these items consisted of the following:
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:1. Military: during hostilities between Country A and Country B, Coun-

try A attacks neutral Country C in a flanking maneuvei.

2. Religious:' the use of statuary, candles, incense, bells, etc. ci.n

religious ceremonies.

3. Modesty: the omission of traditional female garments.-

4. Beauty: indulgence in elaborate beautification rituals.

5. Imperial intervention: invasion by a major power of one of its

smaller and weaker satellites.

In eachcase one member of,the pair was taken from a familiar, the other-

from an exotic or foreign, setting. The items themselves are presented below

(Appendix A); together with the response alternatives to each. The 'two forms,

Rand K, were presented in random order within each test oOoklet, and were.al-
N.--

ways separated.

For each item, five or six response alternatives were presented. These

-Were designed torange in each case from responses which required a sophisti-
,

cated and sympathetic, understanding of the situation to responses which consti-

tuted a simile, stereotyped, unsympathetic, and,non-understanding evaluation.

The response alternatives, like the items themselvesy were designed to parallel
r-

each other, that is, to offer similar types of explanations for the two situa-

tions in eacfrh pair. Each response, of course, was written in terms appropriate

to the Context of the item in question:

The use of multiple choice methods, while itsimplifies the coding4'

data obtained, has certain disadvantaged. First, as noted above, there is

elicit a certain restriction of the subject's response range; that is, certain

responses which subjects might make must have been eliminated from any Set of

alternatives Provided by the experimenters. To the extent thatthese elimi-
.

nated alternatives represent merely rephrasing of the alternatives provided, (

there is little lost. However, it may be the case that the experimenter has
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neglected certain substantive or anglytical possibilities which Subject might

Have considered, and to this extent the experimenter's choice has restricted

the subject's freedom of choice. There is also .a second aspect to this pro-

blem: while the useof multiple choice alternatives eliminates the need for

content analysis of hand-written, ad-lib responses, it imposes the necessity

for scaling. That is, the,results of a content analysis might be reported sim-

ply as a table of frequencies, the frequency of the occurrence of each theme

in response to.a given question. Such a table in turn would be subject to

qualitative rather than quantitative analysis. However, a multiple choice ques-

tion, by rigidly restricting the number of themes which can appear in subject's

responses, makes such a table largely irrelevant. Rather, it is appropriate

to ask, what is the underlying reality reflected by the subject's interaction

with the structured set of alternatives? Or, in the present case, what level

of ethnocentrism is reflected in each of the response alternatives?

One way of determining the level of ethnocentrisM reflected by each alter-

' native is.obviously for they, experimenter to assign values. The experimenter

would try to assign a value to each responSe which reflected his best guess as
C7-

to the ethnocentrism reflected in that response. UnfortunaWy,tHis method

is totally dependent upon the accuracy and completeness of the'experimenter's

intuitions. Another method which might be used would involve the use of cri-

terion groups of subjects classified on the basis of their levels of
,

ethno-

centrism. Items in the new test could be assigned scale values in accordance

with the way subjects of different levels of ethnocentrism responded to them.

Unfortunately, such a method presumes that we are able to find a group of sub-
.

,fe

jects Who are accurately and reliably grouped according to levels of the vari-

able. For instance; in the case of scales designed to measure factors in-

volved in worker productivity; oriterion groups would be selected on produc-

tion records. The lack of any comparable selection techanism in this case must

invalidate the method.
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In the ordinary attitude scale, the subject responds to each attitude state-

ment by checking a box or numbered space along a continuum from endorsement to

rejection. In essenda, he measures himself on a psychological ruler which has

from-Nwo to eleven, or more equidistant hash marks. If,' however, the subject isA,

to respond to a set of discrete alternative statements, these statements must

be measured against the ruler. This is Clone by the "method of equal-appeari4-

intervals", introduced by Thurstone and Chave "929) (see Edwards, 1957). This

Method requires that a number of raters sort, or judge, each statement, on the

continuum of the variable, which may be divided into from five to eleven divi

sions. The median value of these judgments in taken as the scale value, and

the quality of the item is indicated by Q, the interquartile range,, or "spread"

of the judgments. Medians and Q were determined in this study by the use of

the nomograph of Jorgensen (1943), a graphic method which is fast, accurate,

and has the great virtue of reducing the possiWity of arithmetic error.

Edwards (1957) states that "...a relatively small number of judges cem be

used to obtain reliable scale values" in this method. He recommends 50 judges,

but cites studiesAhowing that as few as 15 judges may give scale reliability
=

as high as .99 (p. 95). In the scaling of the HK scale, done in mid-1972, an

attempt was made to obtain Edwards' recommended 50 judges; although the attempt

fell short, the lower limit .of 15 was exceeded..

Shortly before the end of the spring quarter, 59 copies of an item-scaling

version of scales H. and K were distributed to the faculty and graduate students

of the University of Minnesota Anthropology Department. The scaling form it-

self UAS preceded by a brief explanation of the research which had been under-
.

taken, an explanation of the scaling process, and by a letter" requesting the

cooperation of the faculty and students signed by the chairman of the depart.;

went. The evaluation form consisted of a version of the two scales retyped so

)

that following each response alternative there appeared a seven point evaluation
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scale. The anthropologists were asked to read first,the situation or custom as

describedfand then each ofthe alter&tives which might be taken to explain

it. For each alternative they were asked to give their estimate of how eth-

nocentric the reason or explanation presented was, from "not ethnocentric" (a

numerical value of one) through "very ethnocentric" (a numerical value of seven).

A copy of the evaluation questionnaire, its instructions, and the chairman's

letter, are appended to this report as.Appendix B.

Copies of the evaluation form were placed in each student and faculty mem.

ber's mail box together with a campus mail return envelope. Anonymity was pro-
.

vided;'questions and comments on the items and the research were invited. While

the response to mailed and similar quetionnaires is often low, and there is a

ytendency for social scientists to suspect methods not their own, it was hoped

that. an adequate response rate would be obtained. After several weeks only 13

of the 59 questionnaires had been returned; therefore a follow-up was produced.

A reminder letter Was plaCed in each faculty member's box with a note referring

him to extra copies of the questionnaire stored above the boies. Each graduate

student received a second copy of the questionnaire by ma41.4with the chairikn's

letter, a new letter of appeal from the author, and a postpaid returned enve-

lope. This procedure netted four more responses.

Thus, scale values were determined on thabasis of 17raters: 3 first-

year grad students, 10 elder 'grad students, and four faculty members. At least

three of the elder graduate students had completed all but their theses, and

were teaching at other colleges. This number is considerably less than tha

optimum, but i) sufficient, according to the criterion cited by Edwards.'

Medians and,Q values for the items are reported in Table) As can be

seen from inspection of the columns a medians, the,responses to each item do

form a scale, in the sense of providing a rather wide range of ethnocentrism

.J4 4'
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values. With one.exception,the range of medians is 4.3,points or more for

each item, and in every case, the range extends well toward both ends of the

scale. Thefefore the scale' bas ed on these, alternatives should be able to dis-

crirdnate among people.-

Inspection of the columns of Q values reveals that the alternatives vary

considerably in the range of ratings ,given them by the anthrbpologists. Q
A

values range from 0.54(perfect agreement among raters). to 4.8, a value which

is .somewhat below the Q valUe of 6.0 produced by maximani disagreement of

raters. Mean Q values for each item fah below 3.0 (with one exception), but

each item, except oie, has at least one alternative With a Q value above 3.

In additien, inspection of the raw frequency distributiOns reveals a number of

response alternatives on which there appeared. to be some suggestion of a bimo-

dal pattern of ratings. These alternatives are-starred'ih Table 1.

'High values of..Q,'e.g. those indicating that the 25th and 75th quartiles

are more than '3 scale units apart, are indication& that items must be consi-

dered as ambiguous or vague, and therefore unsatisfactory for use in a final

version of the scale. Bimodality, similarly, indicates that two quite dis(fe-

rent meanings are assigned to the item being rated. Such conclusions regarding

specific items in the HK scale must betempered by the knowledge that, given

the very small, number of raters, used, the effects of aberrant raters may be

magnified. Raters who reject the task, who work carelessly, or who deliberately

try to sabotage oBle aspect of the project, would fall under the aberrant cate-,

gory. While there is some indication (in hostile comments and in'patterns of

individual ratings) that there may have been careless and/or hostile raters, it

would be extremely difficult ro remove them in an objective manner. Thus, the

solution to the problem of confidenceinQ values lies in obtaining more raters.

Sind(' deviant* have more effeCt on.the -quartiles than on the location of the

median, this would minimize the damage to confidencein the usefulnesg of, an
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item, without necessarily changing the median value assigned to it. The small
,

IF

number of raters meant that? judgments of bimodality were made on the basis of,

5-rater clusters, and are therefore far from definitive.

Bearing these considerations in mind, it must also said that there is

0

a concentration of "bad" (high-Q, bimodal) responses in three of,thcale items,

those with reference to recent international politico-military--affairs, item's

15,:7,-tnd 10. -In each of these items, two or three of-the six alternatives

ttre "bad". The content of the problematic responses appears very similar to

the terms of American debate over these cases of war and peace, suggestingthat

it is Particularly difficult to rate the ethnocentrism of such political

meets. Item 1, dealing with events Half a century in the past, does not suffer

from such serious problems. Howevers; since others of'the alternatives to the

three items had respectable Q -values
,
it may also be the base that the comple-

t.

xity of-the -"badl statements, or their familiarity, rather than their,contem.

ppraneity of politization, caused t.he'problem.

t

to 'clarif,Y

Since

guity,'th'e

this point.

`16 of the total of 56 alternatives show some indication of

question' arises -whether it is legitimate to use the HK scalein the

Ikrtlelr-research is necessary

-\

analyses of the larger ethnocentrism study. It would be test to suspend judg-

ment on this matter until more expert raters can be obtained. ShoAd there

still be many large values of Q derived from the work of, for example, 50

raters, it would be possible to use'the scale onlyin a very cautious manner,

if at all. If, on the other hand, many of the large Q values were greatly re-

duced by this method, use of the scale could be made with more confidence. A

highly irregulary ad hoc use of the scale could also be made bycounting any

studentes,choiccoof a "bad" alternative as.if he had not answered. If choices

were not concentrated among the "bad" alternatives, this wouldtallow salvaging

a part of the data; th6 effect-upon the validity of'the results yould be dif-

,

Malt to predict.
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APPENDIX A: THE (0ESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire booklet$ given the high schoo students during

autumn and spring. administrations were identic41 except for some changes

in the instructions., Each student received two booklets in the same order,

but the order of the
.

components was
-

i'andamized between students._ Forms

H and K were always separated by at least one other form; their order was

also random '.'

(

r
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INSTRUCTIONS

As you know, the social science curriculum is new at Kennedy this year.
Because it's new, we are interested in knowing exactly how well the curriculum
fits the needs and abilities .of the students at ICennedk. This booklet is a spri7ey
of knowledge and attitudes related to the new social science curriculum. k's
not a test of what you might have learned in otiwr classes. It isia way of-finding
out what kind of general ability and general preparation Kennedy students have,
and how well they can deal with s.ocial science materials.

Your answers will be anonymous. Dorg put your name on this booklet. No
teacher will see your answers, and:I will not tell any teacher how a particular
student answered. We are interested only in group averages; not how you do as
individuals.

We are not interested in how much you "mow about history; social science,
political science, or anthropology, as much as we are interested in how you think
about them. On some questions, there will be no right or wrong answers at all;
these questions ask only for your"own personal opinion or ideas.

Work quickly on these materials, but do not work carelessly. Try to finish
as much as you can without getting sloppy. Don't worry if you don't finish com-
pletely.

When y8u finish a page, go right on to the next page. When you finiqh one
of the forms, write the time you finishedin the space provided. Then go right
on. Read the instructions on the 'next form, and begin worldng.

If you have a question, raise your hand.

r.

o
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*
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Please fill out this page completely. It asks for some general information about
your school expriences. This information will be useful to us in.detennining
how similar you, the people who partioipate in our study, are to the average
Kennedy High School student. All answers will be completely confidential. Do
not put your name on this page, or anywhere else in the questionnaire booklet.

Name of this class: Hour! Room.:

What grade are you.in? Y r sex e.,male female

Please list all other social science, story, modern problems, or psychology
courses you have had in high school:

2.

3.

4.

COURSE FINAL GRADE

f
What was yodr over-all grade average last year? (check one space): A A-,.

B- B B-

C- C

D- D D-

What grade do you expect to get at the end oft&s.grading period (the first nine
weeks) in this course?

What do you plAn to do aftei high school?

Have you ever_ lived in another:place in Minnesota, aside froth Bloomington?
where?

Have yqu ever lived outside of Minnesota, but still in.the USA?
I

Have you ever lived in a foreign country? If so where?
For how long?

a
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SPRING INSTRIXTIONS

Last fall you participated in a survey of knowledge and attitudes related to thenew social sciences curriculum. As we told you then, we are interested in knowinghow well that curriculum:fits the needs and abilities of the students atKennedy. Now, about six months later, we are conducting a follow-up to that study.This will enable us to determinelhow much effect taking this course has on people,that is, how the course may change people.

Your answers will be anonymous. Don't put your name on this booklet. We are interestedin comparing fall'ind spring responses, but we will match up the booklets by meansof,the numbers only. We-are not interested-in
particular people, but in the averagedifferences between fall and spring for the class as a whole. No teacher will see youranswers, and I will not tell any teacher how a particular student answered.

We are not interested in how much you-know about history, social science, politicalscience, or anthropology, as much as we are interested in how you think about them.
On.some questions, there will be no right or wrong answers at all; these questionsask only for your own personal opinion or ideas.

Work quickly on these materials, but do not work carelesSly. Try to finish as muchas you can without getting sloppy. Don't worry if you don't finish completely.
,

When you finish A page, go right on to the\pext page. When you finish one of theforms, write the time you finished in the space provided. Then go right on.'Read the instructions on the next form, and begin working.

If you have a question, raise your hand.
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Form K

On the next few pages are scme.descriptions of recent world events and customs.
Following each are several Possible reasons for that event or custom. Please
check the one reason which you feel is the, most correct explanation.

There are no right or wrong answers to these-questions. All of the explanations may
apply to some dalree. We ate not interested in how much you know about these events
arra customs, but how you reason about theM.

Check only one alternative for each question.

1. Hindu temples have many statues, carvings, gongs, banners, and incense. Why
is this?

a. It is a form of idolatry..

b. That is how they have always been.
c. The Indians are simple people, and need these things in order to feel

religious.
d. Indians like the sme:1 of incense and like to look at bright lights and

COlOrS,'
,

e. The priestt of their temples insist on having these things.
f. Tb-_, sale of these things supports many shopkeepers and peddlers.

2. In

4r
965, U.S. planes began-bombing Laos 'even though Laos was neutral and had its

neu ality guaranteed by the U.S. in 1962. Why was this?

a. The U.S. simply does not respect its treaties.
b. iTI: ....aotians are such li.::e the North Vietnamese, and could be expected to

fayo- tne,Viet Conk.
c. It as more convenient to bomb traffic, on Laotian roads than to bomb in

the jungles of Viet Nan. 1

d. The Llotians .reserved it fo- aiding the Viet Cong. .

e. IL started out by accident when U.S. planes pursued Viet Cong across the
border.

Why do you tnink -.he new trend of toplessness and going without bras upsets people
4' so much?

a. The people v.ho object are oldfaihioned.-

b. These fashions are immodest.
c. Girls who do thiS could cause damage

not be able to nurse their children.
d. Decipie are afraid such fashions will
e. people resist every change that
f. It is.unChriszian to go toplesS.

Some Africans paint themselves orange or white
dance or cJremony. why'

I
to .themselVes, and perhaps later

lead to loo'Se conduct ald immorality.
comes along.

with, colored clay before an. important

a. Because they are still savages.
b. Thy think it makes them look better.
c. -Because everybody who goes to ;hese ceremonies paints himself.
d. It's a symbol of the importance of the'event.
e.. Weft and witch doctors ten them they have to paint themselves.
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5. A few years ago U.S. arines invaded the Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo).
Why was this?

MINIMM1,11.

1

a. The Dominizans were trying to throw off the rule of an American-oriented
military government, and to set up a more independent government,

b. The Americans acted to prevent certain Dominicans from keeping up
"a corrupt, illegal government.

c. The Dominican government was ttying'to establish more trade with other
countries, and less with the U.S.

d. Some Dominicans were trying to establish a government in accordance with
their constitution and restore the president who had been 'deposed by
the military..

e. Some Dominicans were trying to overthrow the governing t of the country
by violence and set Upa communist government allied with Cuba.

f. The U.S. was acting on behalf of the Organization of American States

toprevent the Russians from, obtaining influence over Santo Domingo.

Time:

ti
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This form asks you to give yqur reactions to other people as groups, We realize thai.
'you may knew or imagine both good and bad memberf'of any national or ethnic groups.
However, we are asking for your reaction to the aVerage member of these groups.

Below are seven kinds-of relations you might have with another person. Please chef lothe
kinds .of, social relationship you would be willing to have with an average member c
each*kgroup listed. Check as many columns for each group as your own feelings indicate.

'pleases live your first feelings in each case. Work 'uickly, without taking time to
think. Don't worry about what others might think, for there re no riaht answers and
your own first feelings are the most useful to us.

1 2 3 4
Would Would '- Would
marry have as Faye as w rk in
into close. next, door stifr

group friends neighbors' o fice

Americans
(U.S. white)

Canadians

Chinese

Czehs

English

Filipinos

French.

, Germans

Greeks

Indians ,

(American)

Indians
(of India)

. Italian;

Japanese

,
Tapanese .

(Americans)

/7:Jews

Koreans

5 : 6
gave as 'Have as
speaking visitors

7

Not allow
even to

acquaint- only to visit this
ances only this country ceun,:ry

.

e

i I

1

I

(

..

J

.

O

.

I
I.

.
t

tit °

,

let i '*

%

, 40.

.. 1

.

e
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Please remember to give your first ,feeling reactions for every group.

Remember to give your readtions' to-your, chief picture of each group as a whole.

Also, check as many columns for'ea.ch group as youher you, can and work rapidly.

Mex

Mex
An

Neg

Nor

Pole

Rus

Would Would VVo\u'ld

marry have as -have- as

4

Would , 1-faVe as
work in §peat<ing.

Have
.

as Would mit
visitors even allow .

one 01
them,

elOSF
'friends

Ile XL. UCJI:

neighbOr's
i:Illie

office
ts.u.siud.int.-
ances only.

only t.c)
the U.S.

160 0/ .1.S11 LIU

country.

.
Leans

,.
.

.

.
.

ican-
Lericans

..
,

. .

.

-oes
.

.

vegians
'I

.

v
.

.

.

r
.

s
. .

#
. - '

dans
;

.

, . .

- .,

e

la

-C
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FORM R

INSTRUCTIONS: At the top of this page is an alphabetical list of twelve countries. We
-would.like you to rank thege countries in order on several measulies of development or
"modernity". You are not expected td know exactly which 4-der they should go in, but
only"to give your best guess, on the basis of whatever you may know about these countries.
The country which is best 'in each category should be numbered "1", the next best "2",
and the smallest, poorest,' or least developed on that category, should be numbered "12".
A blacked-in box means no figures are 'available for that 6ountry; rank the others from 1
to '11, orb there are two blacked boxes, from 1 to lo, etc.
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Population (largest = 1)

Urbanization: the pro-
portion of the population
living in big cities.

<74

Male life expectancy:- how
long the average man lives.

Child mortality: the pro-
portion of children who die
before their fourth birthdays.

Availability of doctors:
the number of doctors per
10, 000 people (most doctors
= 1).

Diet: the average daily
calorie consumption, per
capita.

Pei'_ capita incdfne (average
income}

Literacy rate: the propor-
tion of the population who
can read and write. .

kdueation-:--the-yearly 4111111---2
be r of college graduates
per 10,000 people.

Daily newspaper circulation
per 10-, 900 population.

Cars per 10, 000. population.

Time:
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N.on the next few p.ges d'c sant desc.i.ltions of recentwprld events and customs.Following each are sev,r.,po.,.F.ible, -.fasons for that event or custom. Pleasecheck the one reaca wIcl yol ftel 1, the most correct explanation.

There are no right or waf.g an-wers "t.o these quetions. 411 of the explanations
may apply to some C,egreJ Welre not inte,:osted in how much you know about
these events and rz.stcm:;, but .low you reasea abcul, them.\

. Check only one alternative for each giestion.

1. ,During both Wo:ld Pir.r I ar) II, 'e-many lecla:ed war on Prance, but attacked first
against Belgii.q, ev(t thOp2h Ni um w's neutral. Why was this?

a. This vas s moly a case of Nazi treachery,
b. sany BelgiPns"spek French, and coulc be expected to'side with France.
c. Relgium wa- convenient way to get into French territory because it

had cod roods and was notfOitified.
d. The b,.1gian3 deserved it fdr rrovoking the Germans. a
e.. It happened by ch,nce--,':ne German armies near Belgium just got Toying'

fagtel.

2. Polish Catholic churches b7ten Ilave,maLy images of saints, candles, votive lights,
shrines,,, and u3e much incense. Why is this?

a. It is a form of idolatry.
b. Because that is the way they were in %land:
c. Because the Poles are sim?le people and need many aids to faith.
d. Becau,e.the '1oles like blight colors, lights, and good - smelling things .e. Beiath.e the priests want it that way.
f. gecau,e thz.t way ceriaia businessien who sell these things can make

more ..oney

3. Many Arabs are shocked' by iomen who go Jut without veils over their faces. Whyis this?

a. They tre Wdfashicned.
b. It is immocest to ou Lhat gay.
c. The veil is hract!cal--it keeps women from breathing too much desert dust.d. The men arc afraid that ,qomen !ho don't wear the veil will talk too much

to strange nen.
ride- Arabt do nc._ like to change their ways.

fo The Koran 4necifictlly ,equire; women to wear veils.

4. Before a dance or so.iesothc_r_bientisome--girls
spend a tremendous amount of

time getting t.eir Bair fi-ed-and makin; themselves up. What do you think is e.the reason for this
C

a. Because the;' ,are (heappi vulgar.
b. They ,want to look heii best.

.,

c. Because all 'he g.js whc go to these events do it.'

' IR

d. It shuws they 'respect the importance of the event.
e. They have beet brainwashed by the cosmetic manufacturers advertising.
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The Russians invaded Czechoslovakia last year because:

a. Some Czechs were trying to overthrow the gcivernment of the country
by violence and set up a capitalist system allied with West Germany.

b. Some Czechs were trying to establish a more humane communist System
with more expekimental ideas and freedom of expression and less dependence-
on Russia. .

c. The Czech government was trying to exportmore to, and import more from,
western,turope, and the Russians didn't want to lose that trade.

d. The Czechs were trying to ,throw off the rule of Russian-oriented % .

dictator, and to 'get up a more independent governmeht.
e. The Russians acted to preven. ertain Czechs from keeping up a corrupt,

illegal goverftent. e , ,
. .

f. The, Russians acted underthe Warsaw Pact_to prevent western nations from
obtaining influence over Czechosiovakia. .

r

Time:
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,Form E
r

'The following statements refer to opinions regardiing A number of social groups
and issues, about which some people agree and others disagree. Please circles
the-statement according to your agreement or disagreement as follows:

A. Jews
1,

1. One trouble with Jewish businessmen is that t ey stick together and preyent
other people from having a'fair chance in competition.

. .

4-1: slight support, agreement , -1: slight opposition, disagreement
+2: moderate support, agreement, -2: moderate opposition, disagreement
+3:'strong support, agreement .3: strong opposition, disagreement'.

2. I can hardly imagine myself parrying a Jew.

1

3.

+1: slight support, agreement
+2: moderate support, agreement
+3: strong support, agreement

There.may: bella few exceptions, but

-1: slight 'opposition; disagreement

-2: moderate opposition, disagfeeme
-3: strong opposition, disagreement

in general Jews'are Pretty much alike.

+1: slight support, agreement -1: slight opposition, disagreement
+2:.moderate support, agreement . -2: moderate opposition, disagreement
+3: strong support, agreement -3: strong opposition, disagreement

4. T ouble with letting Jews into a nice neighborhood is that they
gradually lye it a typical Jewish atmosphere.

e

+1: slight support, agreement
+2: moderate-support, agreement
+3: strong supp(A-t, agreement

\

,30

-1: slight-eppositionieisagreement
-2: moderate opposition, disagreement, e 4
-3: strong opposition,t disagreement,

S. To en d'prejudice.against Jews, the first step is for the Jews to tiy
sincerely to get rid of their harmful and irritating faults.

+1: slight support, agrdement -1: slight opposition, disagreement
2:, moderate support, agreement -2: moderate opliarlion, disagreement,

+3: strong support, agreement -3: strong oppo ition, disagraement

6. There s something different and strange about Jews; it's hard to-tell what
they are thinking and plarining, and what makes them tick..

+1: slight suPport, agreement
+2: moderate support, agreement

+3: strong support, agreement

-1: slight opposition, disagreement
-2: moderath oppositidn, disagreement

-3: strong opposition, disagreement

1. Negroes have their rights, but it is best to keep them in their own districts
and schools and to prevent too much contact with whites.

+1: slight support, agreements
+2: moderate support, agreement
+3: strong support,' agreement

. 4
-1: slight opposition, disagreement
-2: moderate opposition, disagreemefitIO
.3: strong opposition, disagreement'

4
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2. it would be a mistake ever to have Negroe for foremen and 1peders over whites.

+1:

+2:

+3:

slight support, agreement
moderate support, agreement
strong support, agreement

-1:

-2:

-3:

light oppositioilvdisagreement -°
moderate opposition, disagreement
stro g opposition, disagreement

3. Negro musicians may sometimes be as good
to have mixed Negro-white bands,

.+1: slight support, wgreement
'4-2: moderate support, agreement

+3:,strong support, agreement

as white musicians, is a.mistake

-1: slight 'opoosition,',,disagreement-

-2: moderate oppositdori, disagreement
-3: stong opposition, disagreement

4.. hianual'labor and unskilled jobs seem to fit the Negro mentality and ability
better than more skilled or responsible work. '

N.

+i:Nslight support, agreement
+'2: moderate support, agreement.
+3: strong support, agreement

-yr

-1: slight opposition, disagreement
=2: moderate oppos4ion, disagreement
-3: strong opposition, disagreement

5. The people who raise all the talk about putting Negroes,on the same level as whites
are mostly radical agt.tators trying to stir!W conflicts,

l
+1: slight *support, agreement -1:> slight oppo,s,Aion: disagreement

= + moderate support, agre,ement 02: moderate opposition, disagreement .

+3: strong support, agreement 3: strong opposition, disagreement

5. Most Negroes would becomf:overbearinq and disrgreeable iflhot kept in their place.

+1: slight suppolk; ailt13eme:It

t2: moderate support, az;teeimi;..

+3: strong support, arr:ement.

C. Other Minorities and Patriotism

slight opposition, disagreement
-2: moderate opposition, disagreement
-3: Strong opposition, disagreement

1. Hippies grove that when people of- their type have'too much money and freedom, they
just take advantage and Pause trouble.

+1: sliO/ support, Areement
t2: moderate support, agreement
+3: s.trong Support, agreement

-1: slight opposition, disagreement
-2: moderate opposition, disagreement ;
'=31 s:ron; opposition, disagreement

"2. The worst dariqf- to real 'Americanism during the Jast 50 years has come from foreign
ideas and agitators,

(
, t

+1: slight support, agreement
,+2: moae:ate support, agreement

?,-' +3: st5 g_sup-Oort,'agreement

1.

1

4.

-1: slight opposition, disagreement
.2:- moderate opposition, disagreement

strong opposition, disagreement
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3. Now that The United Nations is set up, America must be sure that the loses none
of her independence and complete power as, a sovereign nation.,

+1: slight support, agreement
+2: moderate' support, agreement
+3: strong support, agreement

-1: slight opposition,,disagreement
-2: moderate opposition, disagreement
- 3: strong opposition, disagreement

4. Certain religious sects who refuse to salute the flag should be force& to 'conform
AO such'a patriotic action, or else be 'abolished._. 77
+n'slight support,agreement -1: slight opposition, disagreement-

.. 4 +2: moderate support,: agreement -2:'moderate opposition, disagreement

+3: strong support, agreement -3: strong opposition, disagreement

5. Filipinos are all right in their place, but they carry it too far when they dress

lavishly and go aroufd with white girls.

.+1: slight support, agreement
+2: moderate support, agreement
+3: strong support, agreement

0.*

-1: slight opposition, disagreement
-2: moderate opposition, disagreement
-3: 'strong opposition, disagreement

6. America may not be perfect,bui the American Ways has brought us about as
close as human beings can get to a perfect society.

+1: slight support, agreement
+2: moderate support, agTeement
+3:,strong support, agreement,

- 1: slight opposition, disagreement

-2: moderate oppoSition, disagreement.
-3: strong opposition, disagreement

1. It is only natural and right for each person to think that his family is better

than any other.
.t

.

+1: slight support, agreement '- -1: slight oppositie, disagreeMent

,
+2:, moderate support, agreement. -2: moderate opposition, disagreement

+3:, strong. support, agreement
- ,
3. strong opposition, disagreemen't

8. -The. test guarantee of our national security is for America to have the biggest

.army and navy in the world and the atom bomb.

- +1: "slight support, agreement
moderate support, agreement
stt1ong support, agreement

Time:

- 1: slight opposition, disagreement

-2: moderate oppoSition, disagreement
-3: strong opposition, disagreement
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Form W

On the next few pages are a number.of statements on national and international issues.
'Please circle the alternative which indicrtes the extent of your e or dis-
agreement with that statement.

1. Our country should have the right t o'prohibit certain racial and religious groups
from enterine,it to live.

strongly agree *agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strOnely disagree

2. Immigrants should not be nermitted to come into our country if they compete with
our own workers:

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

3. It would be a dangerous procedure if every person in the world had equal rights which
waTe guaranteed by an international charter.

strongly agree agree mildly agree , mildly disagree disagree

4. All prices for exporteaffood and manufactured goods should be set by an international

stronc.,,ly *diagree

trade committee.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree

5. Our rauntry 'is probably no better than many others.-
/

,strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree

6. Race prejudicelmay bea good thing for us bezause it
foreigners from coming into this country.

r

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree

disagree

strongly disagree.

4

strongly disagree

keeps many undesirable

Ak

disagree strongly disagree

7. It would be a mistake for us to encourage certain raCial.grouns to become well
ueducated because.they might use their knowledge against s:--

s.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

g. We'should be willing to fight for our country without questioning whether it is
right or wrong.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

09. FOreigners are particularly obnoxious because ot their religioUs4)eliefse

,strong agree agree mildly agree .mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree
_ .%

., .
. .

111:- immigration shduld be controlled by an international organiiation rather than by
each country onits-own. .

.., a

strongly agree agree' mildly agree, mildly disree disagree stro ,ty disagree
E-

_- , f
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11. We Ought to have a world government to guaradtee the welfare of all nitionS
irrespectiiff of the rights of any one,

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disaee disagree stfongly. disagree

12. OUr country should not c operat in any international tr e agreements, which
attempt to better world economic conditions at our expen e,

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree dis ,Tee strongly disagree

13. It would be better to be a citizen of the world than of ny particular country, -

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree di agree strongly disagree

14. OUr responsibility to people of other races ought to be s grea as our.
- responsibility to people of our own race. -

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

IS. An international committee on education should have full con rol over what is.
taught in all countries about history and politics.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree

16. Our country should.refuse to cooperate in a 'total disarmament
some other,nations agreed to it.

Strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree

17, It would he dangerous for our country to make international a
nations whose religious, beliefs are antagonistic to ours.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree

strongly disagree

program even if

strongly disagree

greements with

.:;4,
strongly disagree1..

18. Any healthy individual, regardtess of race or religion, should be allowed to
live whereever he wants to in the world.

strongly agrie agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree

19. Our country should_not participati in any international organ
requires that we gfve up any of our national rights or Fraedoi

strongly agree agree mildly agree- y, disagree disagree

strongly disagree

ization which
of action.

strongly disagree

20. If necessary, we ought to willing to lower our standard of living to
cooperate with other untries in getting an Tual standard for every person,
in the world.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree. strongly disagree

I
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21. Ws should strive for loyalty to our country before we can afford to consider
world brotherhood.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

.22. Some races ought to be considered naturally less' intelligent than ours.

strongly agree- agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

23. Our schools should teach. the history of the whole world rather than of our
own country.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

24. An international police force ought to be the only mroup in,the .orld allowed to
havp armaments,

strongly agree- agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

25. It would be dangerous for us tc guarantee by international agreement that every
nerson in ;he world should have complete religious freedom.

strongly agTee agree mildly agree. disagree disagree

26. Our country should 'permit the immiFation of foreign peoples even if it lowers
our standard of living'.

r
. .

strongly agree 'agree mild:y agree mildly disagrie disagree ,strongly disagree

27. 'All nationalgovernments plight:to be Abolished and replaced by one central uorld
govepvnent.

strongly agree 'a'gree., mild') agree mildly disagree disagreig; stronglr disagree

28. It would not be wise for us to agree that working conditions in all countries
should be subjett to' international control.

strongly agree agree mildly aaree mildly disagree -disagree stro agree

strongly disagree

ary aim of education our children will believe .
the. world.'

agree mildly disagree- disagree strongly disagree

29. Patriotigm should be a prim,.

our country is the best in

strongly agree agree mildly

111=1

30. It would be a good. idea if all the races were to intermarry until there was only
one race in,the world.

strongly agree agree mildly agree vrt dly disagree disagree
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31. We should teach our children to uphold the welfare of all people everywhere even
though it may be against the best interests of our oin country.

strongly agree agree mildly agree mildly disagree disagree strongly disagree

32. War should never be justifiable even if it is the only-Way to pfotect our national
rights and honor.

_strongly agree agree rail.ily agree mildly disagree disagree strong1:- disagree

Tine:

.44
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496 Ford Hall

LABORATORY FOR RESEARCH IN SOCIAL RELATIONS

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 5345$

. 0Dear Anthropologist:

.E>

About six weeks ago, we distributed the enclose questionnaire to

all faculty and grad students of the Anthropology department, with

the support of Dr. Miller. SgMe of the copies may not have been

received, since we used the departmental office mailboxes; others

may have been mislaid in the year-end rush. So far, thirteen copies

of the form have been returned to us. Interestingly, the faculty

return rate has been better than that of the graduate students.

If you have not filled out the questionnaire, we would appreciate

your filling-it out now, and returning it to us by mail. If you

have responded already, please ignore this remindef.

^

Sincerely,

(

,

Susan & David Gi4fillan
.

L
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in.UNIVERSITY OF M 11\1NE,SOTA Department of Anthropology
TWIN CITIES 210 Ford Hall

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.

June 2, 1972

Dear Anthropologist:

I yould like to ask your cooperation in a research"project of consider-
.able importance.

Mrs.:Susan Gilfillan, who holds BA and MA degrees from this department,
teaches anthropology at Kennedy High School, BloOmington. Her course
was the first year-long high school course in the area; a number of
other suburban. high schools have since added the subject.

Sue and her husband, David, have been interested in assessing whether
high school students', levels of ethnocentrism are lowered by exposure
to the anthropology course. A sample of anthropology students were
compared with students in other elective and required social science
courses. All these students:Zilled out questionnaires twice, in the
fall and in the spring, so that changes over the year could be measured.

The Gilfillans used several measures of ethnocentrism from the liter-
ature of social psychology. ,These measures all askCrespondents to
check attitude statements with which they agree oectisagree. The Gil-
fillans also developqd two original measures, whi&hare designed to
tap ethnocentric (or non - ethnocentric) evaluat4ye processes in the re-
spondents, rattler than mere attitudes. I would Tike to ask your help
in the development of these measures.

The enclosed questionnaire is a device to record your expert- opinion
regarding just how ethnocentric each of the. stC''tements in the new mea-
sure is. This procedure, technically called scaling, has two purposes:
to detect bad. items .(those on which experts disagree), and to give a .

tsolid empirical basisitoa scale by averaging many experts' ratings to
obtain a scale value, ar score, to be associated with each item.

Please take the time to.respond to the enolosed'questionnaire. It will
be helpful, not-only to the Gilfillans, but to the field of social psy-
chology in general, if a better measureof ethnocentrism can be developed

Thank you.
1.

Frank. Miller, Professor
and Chairman
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Ethnocentrism scale development evaluation form.

Although it is late in the year:, we'imuld appreciate your help in developing
a new, and hopefully better, questionnaire measure of ethnocentrism. If,y.vdsim-
ply can'tspare an hour right naw, please keep this form, and mail it back to us
later this month, or even in July. It is important to us to obtain many expert
ratings of our items; We will happily reimburse you for postage. from wherever you
may be summering.

The rationale of our scale is somewhat different from,, that of the usual
scale. Social psychological scales of such characteristics as ethnocentrism usu-
ally ask the responding subject to check his level of agreement or disagreement
with an attitudinal statement, such as "All Negroes are lazy". '4hile it is cer-

tainly:true that ethnocentrism involves holding prejudiced, or_ stereotyped, atti-
tudes, we, felt that there is more involved. Iri particular, we believe that eth-

,pocentrii.affects the way the persgp processes and reacts to new information.
de hope Our scale taps ethnocentric '?irocessing, as opposed to ethnocentric atti..
tudes.

Your evaluation of the scale items, and those of your colleagues will allow
us to give clear, non - idiosyncratic meanings to the items. This Thurstone "me-
thod of equal a)pearing intervals" detedts ambiguouslitems, thOse on which the
experts.' opinions vary widely. The prOcOure also allows assigning scale values
.Q) the -items ba'Sed on the average. (mean pr median) ratings by the experts. -

The scale which follows consists of ten brief statements of a dustom or
event, each followed by a series of statements which could explain or rationalize
that event or practice."The situations were selected so as to be not completely
unfamiliar, yet not so familiar that they would provoke automatic, stereotyned
rectionr. Students were asked to select the "most correct" explanation of each

event or tustdm.

Your task is to rate each of the evaluative items on tRe sdale provided, in

terms of how ethnocentric an analysis it is. The scale runs from a value of 1
(not ethnocentric) to a value of 7 (very ethnocentric); the numbers designate
e,ual steps of ethnocentrism, from least to most. Please circle only one number;

do not mark any intermediate value, such as'34-.

Cur definition of ethnocentrism is general: the tendency to rate ones' own
culture and society highly as regards priority and worth, and rate others lower
or less sympathetically. Your own definition may be more specific, or different

in other ways. Please use yoUr.own definition; we are interested in discoveririg.

items be validunder 411 definitions of ethnocentriim. iDlease'do not

consider any other factor except)ethndcentrism in making your ratings.' For in-
stance, an item mi-ht consist of a negative evaluation of,a particular.event,
out in terms that a member of the group would use. Such an iteM, though nega-

tive,, would not be considered ethnocentric,

he imriout explanatory,iteam were desiigned to reflect varying level.; of

etanocentrism, However, :e do not expect your ratings of the items to fall into

Zriy particular distribution. Please consider each item carefully, but do not

take too much :brie over any one item: give it your best estimate and go on.

1+ad over a few pa.es before you'be7in ratIng, so as to familirize yourself with
the range of the material.

ti
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Please return your questionnaire in the attached envelope,; we will gladly
reimburse you for postage if you can't use Campus mail. Your reply may be anony-
mous or pot, as you wish. le would be glad to have your comments-and suggestions
about any-of the items, and suggestions for other, similar items. 'le will be

happy to discuss any aspect of this research with you, too.

de deeply appreciate your help. ThankYdu..

I Sue and Daye,Gilfillan
378-0900

373-3962

The folloTing instructions were given to the students who responded to the

luestiennaire: - .

Cn the next few pages are some descriptions of recent world events and
customs. Following each are several.00ssible reasons for that event or

custom. Please check the one reason which you,feel is the most correct
explanation. 1

There are no right' or wrong answers to these
planations may apply to some degree. 46 are

yon know about these events and customs,i but

,qupstions: All of the Qx-
notantirested in how much
how you reason about them.

Cheak only one alternative for each question.

4
Polish Cathlic churches often hlye many imageb Of saints, candles, votive

lights, shrines.,and, use much incense Why is this?

a. It is form of idolatry.

not ethnocentric: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7: very ethnocentric'

4 e b. Because that is the way they were ih Polan

not ethnocentric: 1 2 3 4 5: 7:- very ethnocentric

c.
-

Because the Poles are simple neopl= and need many. aids to faith.

not ethnocentric: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7: very ethnocentric

d. Because the Poles like bright colors, lights, and good - smelting things.

not ethnocentric: 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7: very ethnocentric

e. Because the priests want it that way.

not ethnocentric: 1 2 3 4 5 ,6 7: very ethnocentric
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